
GFX:  

In more than 180 countries

80 percent of the Fortune 100

     

     
     
Visual story of the world waking up, people/ technology monitoring for safety in 
transportation, utilities, public places, etc.  The visuals will connect people’s everyday 
lives to the technology that’s keeping them safe.   Lots of action in the shots. 

After this opening sequence, will go into sequences that are more colorized and stylized 
to match the Verint colors - blues/greens

Every day
More than 10,000 
organizations
In more than 180 countries
Including 80 percent of the 
Fortune 100

Trust their security solutions 
to Verint

    
  

From last image, transition from people with “technology overlay” to a more digital 
treatment, below.

Building better business 

in a safer world
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ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

Concept uber high-tech sequence with overlays

  

 

Verint provides 
ACTIONABLE 
INTELLIGENCE that 
helps organizations 
capture, analyze and act 
on large volumes of 
complex data from a 
multitude of sources. 
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BRANDED section - Use the Verint blue/green color palette below for photos and 
horizontal movement of images.  Images will slide like “panels” mixed with right to left 
dolly shots from stock images.  Mix in images from SMC platform.

   

   
       

(have this swish in from the left-hand side– more movement than the others) powered by 
NEXTIVA FUSION

As a global provider of 
situation and intelligence-
driven security solutions, 

The next generation in 
VERINT situation 
management: NEXTIVA 
SMC powered by 
NEXTIVA FUSION
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GFX: 
OPEN PLATFORM

SYSTEM SCALABILITY

EXTENSIBILITY

     
 
Typography / motion text intensifies here to illustrate scalability, etc. (Graphical style 
frames to be created shortly.)

State-of-the-art 
technology built on an 
OPEN PLATFORM
that improves operational 
performance 
and enables SYSTEM 
SCALABILITY and 
EXTENSIBILITY 
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 Concept - from small/start-up to “company of tomorrow”.  Show progress, scalability. 

     

     

  
 
 

Helping your business 
grow – 
today 
into tomorrow
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GFX:
REAL-TIME SITUATION AWARENESS

RAPID RESPONSE TIME
PREDICTIVE INTELLIGENCE

Shot: Security scan/face recognition in a terminal, License Plate scan, Stopped Vehicle analytic, 
Citizen taking photo and sending it to SOC
Shots of people bustling around in command center

Concept:  high-tech monitoring, urgency, technology used by citizens and authorities. 

   

 

  

Nextiva SMC is an 
optimized situation 
management solution for 

- REAL-TIME 
SITUATION 
AWARENESS

- RAPID 
RESPONSE, 
DISPATCH AND 
NOTIFICATION

- PREDICTIVE 
INTELLIGENCE

- CROSS-
AGENCY 
REPORTING 
AND 
COLLABORATI
ON

- And INCIDENT 
RECONSTRUCT
ION
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Concept:  Safer World, wide range of public and private security needs - theatre, 
transportation, college campus, etc.  Video gradually becomes more embellished with 
high-tech graphical overlays to show the technology combatting potential danger. 
Again, we will be using design elements with blues in them to create a consistent color 
palette with the stock images. 

          

   

     
    

Nextiva SMC helps to 
address the ever-evolving 
security needs for

Homeland Security and 
Safe City initiatives    
Transportation
Education 
Critical Infrastructure
and enterprises of all 
types
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GFX: 
UNIFIED VIEW 

VITAL INFORMATION in REAL-TIME
TAKING ACTION

RESPONDING INSTANTLY
PROACTIVE

Unified view, time-critical, time-sensitive, proactive *IMMEDIATE RESPONSE*
A story is unfolding..potential security breach. Mix action shots with screen shots of the 
product here.

       

 
  

With Nextiva SMC, 
operators can benefit 
from a UNIFIED VIEW 
across sensors and 
systems

Accessing VITAL 
INFORMATION in 
REAL-TIME

TAKING ACTION

RESPONDING 
INSTANTLY

With a PROACTIVE 
security and intelligence 
operation
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GFX: 
SCALABILITY

Visual: Possibly - Motion gfx to show one system morphing on another, then building out.  
GFX: One site > Ten sites > Hundreds of sites
One person > Ten people  > Hundreds of people.  A few examples:

   

  

The images will start to multiply on screen.. leading up to the close, below. 

Leverage your existing 
security infrastructure – 

Nextiva SMC powered by  
Nextiva Fusion supports 
system scalability and 
upgradability to new 
technologies

Verint supports the 
business you have today
And tomorrow

     

Photo mosaic sequence begins:  Images multiple and get smaller till they”morph” into 
the Verint logo.  
 

Transform your security 
and intelligence solutions 

with trusted Verint 
technology 
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Production: ADD legal language & copyright on final frame. Possibly add ‘call to action’ or 
contact info. 

Verint – 
powering actionable 
intelligence
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